This paper contains two results; the first extends to a wide class of Orlicz spaces the statement, due to Krasnosel'skii and Rutickii [l, p. 60 ] , that Li is the union of the Orlicz spaces which it contains properly; the second shows that for a wide class of spaces this is not true, i.e. there exists a set of Orlicz spaces no one of which is the union of the Orlicz spaces it contains properly. Here the Orlicz spaces are defined on [0, 1 ] [l, p. 5] ). This representation for <$ yields easily the two following inequalities:
(1) ~ <t>(^j < Hs) ^ <Pis), 
.-» s$(s)
These conditions are similar to the A2 and A3 conditioned in [l] . A function <J> which satisfies * grows less rapidly than some power and in addition it grows regularly; while a function $ which satisfies ** grows like exp. It follows that C contains functions which satisfy neither * nor **.
Theorem 1. Suppose $£6 and $ satisfies *; then, L% is the union of the Orlicz spaces it contains properly.
Proof.
Let /GP*-We will prove there exists Q in 6 such that <$<£2 and such that/G7.S-If/GP°o, we are finished because P"CPS
properly. We will assume that/(x)2;0 a.e.; this is in order because and Mia) such that $i<xs) ^M(a)$(5) if s^50; this is true because <i> satisfies *. Now this with 3 gives Q,ias) ^M(a)<l>(s)co($(as)/2)/2 for 5=i5o and this in turn gives
Because a was arbitrary, we have that Q ^$.
Lemma. Suppose fl arad $ are fwo elements of Q such that for some a > 1 Q(j) lim sup-^ 1.
«-*» $ias)
Then, if to is any positive number there exists t^t0 such that 0(5) =$(s) for all sE[t, at].
Proof. Let t0 be any positive number and let t^to be any number such that tt(t) ^$(at).
Let /' be a straight line through (t, ft(t)) which lies beneath the graph of ft; such a line exists because ft is convex (/' is not necessarily unique). Let / be the straight line, parallel to /' which passes through (t, $(at)). Let u, v be the two numbers such that u <v and / passes through the points (u, &(u) ), (v, $(v) ). By comparing similar triangles we get Proof. The condition ** implies there exists a>0 and so such that s^So implies <£>(2s) >sa$(s).
Let cB = 2ns0. Let (P") be a sequence of pairwise disjoint subintervals of [0, l] such that $(cn)u(En) =2-n. This is possible because implies ti(ks) =g<l>(2s). By induction this yields an infinite sequence of intervals [/", 2t"] each of which contains one of the numbers c^.
